NEW 20" AUTO-CERTES
Large capacity greens mower

- TEN-KNIFE CYLINDER OF SUPER STRENGTH IMPACT-RESISTANT STEEL. STAYS RAZOR-SHARP—LONGER
- WHISPER-QUIET LONG-LIFE ENGINE STARTS FIRST TIME—EVERY TIME
- POWERED TRANSPORT WHEELS WITH BUILT-IN DIFFERENTIAL SPEEDS UP SITE TO SITE TRANSPORT

FULL 20" WIDTH OF CUT
18" AUTO CERTES ALSO AVAILABLE WHERE NARROWER WIDTH OF CUT IS DESIRABLE

- DUAL CONTROL OPERATED FROM THE HANDLES GIVES COMPLETE CONTROL
- FULL-WIDTH KICK-STAND TAKES THE MOWER'S WEIGHT WHEN TRANSPORT WHEELS ARE BEING FITTED
- SINGLE-POINT HEIGHT OF CUT ADJUSTMENT FROM 1/2" TO 3" AT ONLY 1/64" AT A TIME
- OUTRIGGER ROLLS HELP STABILISE MACHINE ON UNDULATING GREENS. SUPPLIED AS EXTRAS.
- BRUSH AND COMB SET, RANSOMES DESIGNED, CAN BE FITTED BEHIND FRONT ROLLER FOR CONTROLLED TURF GROOMING
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